
MVWSD Bond Oversight Committee / members and staff

Meeting at Landels School, June 11, 2021
- community member Steven Nelson, retired MVWSD Trustee (2012—2016)

RE: keeping Landels expanded classroom Facilities out of the Segregation equation

Public Comment under the subject matter responsibility of the Comm.

  You are allowed to advise the District on Facilities planning under the Bonds so that they 
meet the law (example California Constitution).  Your Bylaws make this clear - your charge is 
expansive not just restrictive.*

  I would urge you to study, with excess classroom capacity at Castro neighborhood school 
( 307 ave. enrollment: 18 classrooms capacity, 450) why Landels classrooms should be 
increased.  You should consider the ill advised plan to ignore the Crawford v. Board 
segregation decision.  These decisions from CA Appellate, CA Supreme, and US Supreme 
Courts made it clear that a district use of school building - that perpetuates or increases 
Segregation - is illegal under the California Constitution.

  Does this plan - to leave Castro neighborhood school capacity empty of regular classes, 
and yet demolish and build more permanent classrooms here at Landels make sense?  The 
Shoreline West neighborhood area is directly adjacent to the Castro block.  Those students 
live in the Castro neighborhood - most less than a mile away from that school facility, and in 
cases less than a block away!  A two mile walk to Landels, crossing 4 lanes of Shoreline 
Boulevard, yet less than a mile walk from Castro!

  Does the gerrymandered attendance boundary between Castro and Landels make any 
geography - or Integration - sense?  Or does it appear to move some kids/families away from 
Castro by an extra mile to avoid their attending Castro (higher Hispanic/Latino and Economic 
Disadvantaged). This is depressing Castro attendance, increasing Segregation.

  It will be a Court, using the Crawford decision and it’s guidance, that will be the ultimate 
arbiter.

  I most strongly urge you to vote to advise the Board against Landels classroom expansion 
during the early stages of Measure T.  Landels’ Enrollment Trend is decreasing.  Instead - 
move Shoreline West neighborhood from Landels to Castro enrollment.

best,

SN

* Bylaws 
3.1The Committee shall actively review and report on the proper expenditure of taxpayers’ money for school 
construction, and advise the public …



3.2 The Committee shall convene to provide oversight for, but not limited to, the following: …

COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES 

The Committee shall engage in any of the following activities in furtherance of its purpose: 

4.1.1.  Actively review and report on the proper expenditure of taxpayers’ money for school construction. 

=== there was some facility capacity information distributed in 2019 that was based on a mistaken
Count of the classrooms in question Castro 18, Mistral 17, Landels 18.  Landels has 2 STEAM portables, the back space for these at 
Castro has not yet been used. ===

Demolishing permanent classrooms in order to build more new classrooms at Landels makes no fiscal sense when Castro is clearly under 
student design capacity (307 3 yr. ave/450 students).  A Segregation lawsuit filed against the District, under Crawford rulings, will 
unnecessarily cost the Bond Fund litigation dollars and may result in delays and ultimate court cancellation of this ‘expand Landels Now’ 
idea. (Landels decreased enrollments 534-491-441/450 students)

The full text of Crawford v. Board was included in the MVWSD Agenda for March 4, 2021 item V.A. as an attachment pdf file.

===. Crawford v. Board (Cal: Supreme)
@284 
“[T]he segregation of school children into separate schools because of their race, even though the physical facilities and the methods and 
quality of instruction in the several schools may be equal, deprives the children of the minority group of equal opportunities for education 
and denies them equal protection and due process of the law." (Id., at p. 880.) We held that as a consequence school boards in this state 
bear a constitutional obligation to undertake reasonably feasible steps to alleviate such racial segregation in the public schools, regardless 
of the cause of such segregation. (Id., at p. 881.)
@285

. We shall explain, however, that we do not rest our decision on this characterization because we continue to adhere to our conclusion 
in Jackson that school boards in California bear a constitutional obligation to take reasonably feasible steps to alleviate school 
segregation "regardless of its cause." (59 Cal.2d at p. 881.) 

. @ Note [5] 

. (T)his court did not indicate that a school board's duty to take affirmative action only came into play upon a showing that the facilities 
in the district's schools were in fact unequal. Instead, we explicitly declared: "Where [residential] segregation exists, it is not enough 
for a school board to refrain from affirmative discriminatory conduct." (59 Cal.2d at p. 881.)


